
Copilot @MSFT

Accessibility and inclusive design 

overview by product 



Edge copilot

Disability 

Segment 

Use case

Vision

Ease of use:

ability to access 

web content in one oane. 

Image analysis modality 

allowing user to query 

images

Hearing 

N/A

Neurodiversity and learning

Summarization

Plain language 

Mental Health 

Decreased cognitive 

load 

Mobility 

Reduces shifting between 

multiple tabs, allowing for 

easier navigation.

Voice control. 

Inclusive 

Design 

Language: 

Ability to parse information 

from multiple language.

Fluent in more than 100 

languages.

Location:

Available in 169 countries 
Income:

Free availability 

An accessible way of browsing the web through one gateway, while improving reading comprehension through summarization and ability to display text 

in plain language 



GitHub Copilot / Codex 

Disability 

Segment 

Use case

Vision

Works with Visual 

Studio code which 

allows for screen 

reader navigation 

Hearing 

N/A

Neurodiversity and learning

Can improve code 

quality and reduce 

typos 

Mental Health 

Decreased cognitive 

load and takes away 

from repetitive tasks 

Mobility 

Reduces mobility load 

by autocompleting code 

and automatic tasks.

Ability through voice to 

generate and execute 

commands in the 

VSCode terminal and 

can help users fix the 

diagnostic provided by 

the editor

Inclusive 

Design 

Language:

Available in 60+ 

languages 

Improves productivity across the disability spectrum by reducing cognitive and mobility load by automating repetitive tasks and code completion. 



Power Platform copilot

Disability 

Segment 

Use case

Vision

N/A

Hearing

N/A

Neurodiversity and learning

Can reduce 

complexity of tasks

Mental Health 

Decreased cognitive 

load and takes away 

from repetitive tasks 

Mobility 

Reduces mobility 

load through code 

generation.

Voice control  

Inclusive 

Design 

Language:

Supports 45 

language packs 

Location:

Global availability 

Improves productivity across the disability spectrum by reducing cognitive and mobility load by automating repetitive tasks and code completion. 



Dynamics 365 Copilot

Disability 

Segment 

Use case

Vision

N/A

Hearing

N/A

Neurodiversity and learning

Reduces complexity of tasks 

through summarization, 

generation of written content 

(such as emails, complex 

marketing outreach)

Mental Health 

Decreased cognitive load 

(e.g., predictive insights or 

contextual answer based on 

client history) and takes 

away from repetitive tasks 

Mobility 

Reduces mobility load 

(e.g., streamlined 

creation of product 

listings for marketing)

Inclusive 

Design 

Language:

Supports 40+ 

language packs 

Location:

Global availability but with the ability to address local 

data residency requirements by letting all public cloud 

users in a country keep their data in that country.

Reduce complexity of tasks by generating and summarizing written content (such as emails, complex marketing outreach) and cognitive and mobility aid 

through automating repetitive tasks. 



Word Copilot (web)

Disability 

Segment 

Use case

Vision Hearing Neurodiversity and learning Mental Health Mobility 

Inclusive 

Design 

N/A N/A Writing and editing capability, 

aiding Dyslexia 

Creates alongside people 

reducing cognitive load and 

aiding creativity 

Can help with mobility 

load through voice to 

text (MSFT Dictate)

Language:

MSFT Dictate is available in 13 

languages

Word available in 72 languages

Location:

Available in most countries 

Online versions require internet connectivity 

Reduce cognitive load and boosting creativity by creating alongside copilot with improved editing capability aiding ND such as Dyslexia 



PowerPoint copilot (web)

Disability 

Segment 

Use case

Vision

Creation of visual 

content based on text 

prompts or Word 

documents

Hearing

N/A

Neurodiversity and learning

Ability to summarize a 

presentation into simple 

language 

Mental Health 

Creates alongside people 

reducing cognitive load and 

aiding creativity 

Mobility 

Can help with mobility 

load through voice to 

text 

Inclusive 

Design 

Language:

Available in 72 languages

Location:

Available in most countries 

Online versions require internet connectivity 

Enabling the easy creation of visual content based on text prompts or Word documents with benefits across Vision disabilities 



Excel copilot (web) 

Disability 

Segment 

Use case

Vision

Ability to create 

visualizations based on 

natural language 

Hearing

N/A

Neurodiversity and learning

Engaging data in natural 

language aiding Dyslexia or 

Dysgraphia 

Mental Health 

Cognitive load aid: suggests 

new formulas based on 

questions and helps explore 

data without modifying it.  

Mobility 

Can help with mobility 

load through voice to 

text 

Inclusive 

Design 

Language:

Available in 44 languages

Location:

Available in most countries 

Online versions require internet connectivity 

Simplification and decreased complexity through engaging data in natural language, aiding dyslexia or dysgraphia



Outlook copilot (web)

Disability 

Segment 

Use case

Vision

N/A

Hearing

N/A

Neurodiversity and learning

Summarization of email 

threads

Email write-up from notes or 

simple prompts 

Mental Health 

Cognitive load and memory: 

can pull content or context 

from across M365 

Mobility 

Can help with mobility 

load through voice to 

text 

Inclusive 

Design 

Language:

Available in 44 languages

Location:

Available in most countries 

Online versions require internet connectivity 

Enhanced comprehension through summarization of email threads and getting the main points as well as writing emails from notes or simple prompts



OneNote (web)

Disability 

Segment 

Use case

Vision

Can generate visual 

context from text 

Hearing

N/A

Neurodiversity and learning

Can transform existing text by 

summarizing, rewriting, 

formatting

Mental Health 

Cognitive load: prompts to 

draft plans, generate ideas and 

organize information 

Mobility 

Can help with mobility 

load through voice to 

text 

Inclusive 

Design 

Language:

Available in 97 languages 

Supports 22 languages for 

definitions and test-to-speech

Location:

Available in most countries 

Online versions require internet connectivity 

Cognitive and complementation aid through transforming existing text by summarizing, rewriting and formatting.



Loop copilot

Disability 

Segment 

Use case

Vision

N/A

Hearing

N/A

Neurodiversity and learning

Authoring aid – drafting 

content or blueprinting 

strategies

Mental Health 

Cognitive load: prompts to 

draft plans, generate ideas

Mobility 

Can help with mobility 

load

Inclusive 

Design 

Language:

English only for time being 

Location:

North America only for time being 

Aids collaboration in real time while enabling content drafting and blueprint strategies through natural language. 



Microsoft Teams copilot 

Disability 

Segment 

Use case

Vision

N/A

Hearing

Summarization of 

meeting through text 

Neurodiversity and learning

Summarizes key actions and 

gets actions to specific 

questions 

Mental Health 

Cognitive load aid: intelligent 

recap and organizing key 

discussion points without 

interrupting the flow of 

conversation 

Mobility 

Can help with mobility 

load through voice to 

text with actions such 

as creating meetings 

agendas based on chat 

history or scheduling 

Inclusive 

Design 

Language:

Available in 44 languages

Location:

Available in 181 countries 

Capture and organize the main points of the conversation without breaking the flow and aiding cognition. 



SharePoint copilot 

Disability 

Segment 

Use case

Vision

Creation of visual 

content based on text 

prompts

Hearing

N/A

Neurodiversity and learning

Can rewrite key passages of 

text to drive engagement 

Mental Health 

Cognitive load aid and 

creativity boost by generating 

content based on prompts 

Mobility 

Can help with mobility 

load through voice to 

text and simplifying 

the editing process 

Inclusive 

Design 

Language:

Available in 51 languages

Location:

Available in 200 + countries and regions 

Simplify visual content creation and customizing web design visuals based on documents and presentations.



Windows copilot 

Disability 

Segment 

Use case

Vision

N/A

Hearing

N/A

Neurodiversity and learning

Windows Copilot can rewrite, 

summarize or explain content

Mental Health 

Cognitive load aid thought 

ability to query information in 

one pane (e.g. customize 

settings, “find flights and 

accommodation for upcoming 

trip” 

Mobility 

Can help with mobility 

load through voice to 

text and removed the 

need to switch 

between different apps

Inclusive 

Design 

Language:

Windows 11 is available in 95 

languages 

Location:

Windows 11 is available in over 200 countries 

A simplified way of experience Windows reducing cognitive load, aiding mobility and helping simplify and understand content. 



Viva Engage (Copilot, Goals, Glint, Answers, Learning, 

Topics)

Disability 

Segment 

Use case

Vision Hearing Neurodiversity and learning Mental Health Mobility 

Inclusive 

Design 

N/A
N/A Can create compelling posts 

from simple prompts or 

trending topics within 

workplace communities

  

Sentiment and trending topics 

to offer personalized posts 

Guided OKRs based on 

existing documents and 

business plans

Can help with mobility 

load

Language:

Available in 26 languages

Creation of compelling posts from simple prompts that build on trending topics within workplace communities.
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